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Good evening sir/ma'am 

Hello! Do you have any questions at all? 

I am having questions regarding the scholarship. Is there any scholarships for the second and third year? For example 

through mantaining a minimum GPA throughout the semester 

So if I were planning to work in the US, will the exemptions received at Cass or actuarial examinations completed in 

the UK be relevant in the US? 

I am having questions regarding the scholarship. Is there any scholarships for the second and third year? For example 

through mantaining a minimum GPA throughout the semester 

At the moment the scholarships for second and third years is based on a student being in the top 10% of the previous 

year. However, these rules are always under review 

Hello, I'm wondering if we will need to pass certain levels of professional exams in order to get a degree? 

What jobs are normally offered to graduates? 

Greetings! I would like to ask this- how does the job market seem for international actuarial science graduates? I am 

not British nor EU and I would like to settle in England 

I wanted to know about the study abroad options, more speciafically if it's possible to apply for/ change to that later 

on after starting the course? 

So if I were planning to work in the US, will the exemptions received at Cass or actuarial examinations completed in 

the UK be relevant in the US? 

Under the old system I know that if you got CTl - CT8 then these could be easily converted as a block to the US 

system. I am assuming that a similar mapping will be in place for the new syllabus. If you only get a couple of 

exemptions then it is sometimes harder to get a direct mapping 

Afternoon everyone, great getting to know you all and hope you're all well. I was wondering if I could kick off with 

what you think makes the Actuarial Science course at Cass unique? 

Good afternoon! I hope you are well too! The Actuarial Science here at CASS is unique in my experience as it is taught 

by the Business School instead of the School of Mathematics. This makes it more enjoyable for people who like 

applied mathematics. We are also able to join many electives from the Business School! 

Hello. I was wondering as all the open days are at the Northampton square, are the business school courses taught 

inside the business school or is that for postgraduate students only. If it is taught inside the business school is there 

any way to get a tour as I cannot see a way to get one. 
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Furthermore, how would a trainee working actuary study for the remainder of their exams for which they are not 

exempted from? 

Hello, I'm wondering if we will need to pass certain levels of professional exams in order to get a degree? 

No. To pass the degree you need to get 40% in your exams. For the actuarial profession you need to score around 

about 60% so you can get a degree and yet not get one exemption 

I wanted to know about the study abroad options, more speciafically if it's possible to apply for/ change to that later 

on after starting the course? 

Yes it is possible to register an interest in studying abroad as a sandwich year option between years 2 and 3. For up to 

date information on what partner institutions are available to you I would recommend contacting the Cass student 

exchange team at cass-ug-outgoing@city.ac.uk 

What jobs are normally offered to graduates? 

Hi Thanks for your question if you have a look at the Destination of Graduate Leavers Report and select 

actuarial science, you can see what sort of jobs graduates tend to go into.:) https://www.city.ac.uk/careers/your

career/destinations-of-city-graduates 

Where City graduates work 

ee where City graduates work after studying at City. Based on Destinations of Leavers from Higher Education survey. 

Hello. I was wondering as all the open days are at the Northampton square, are the business school courses taught 

inside the business school or is that for postgraduate students only. If it is taught inside the business school is there 

any way to get a tour as I cannot see a way to get one. 

Hi, thanks for your question! As an undergraduate, you will receive all your lectures within the Northampton Square 

campus. Nevertheless, as a student of Cass, you will still have access to the library and learning resource located at 

Bun hill Row. In regard to tours of Cass Business School, we unfortunately do not offer any. Hope that's all okay:) 

Hi, I have a question. Are exemptions still based from CT1-CT8 with this course starting september 2019 

Greetings! I would like to ask this- how does the job market seem for international actuarial science graduates? I am 

not British nor EU and I would like to settle in England 

It depends on the degree classification and the number of exemptions you obtain. If you get a high degree average 

and most or all of the exemptions then companies will sponsor you to get a visa. However, visa rules do change and so 

the system may be different in four or five years time when you graduate. 

@Professor David Smith I see, thank you! I'm currently doing my first year in Maths and Physics at the University of 

Edinburgh. In terms of the maths modules, I wonder if my credits could be transferred if they overlap?(! applied for the 

first year of entry at Cass) 
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When do classes for the course begin? Like, the exact date? 

How strong would a Cass actuarial degree be if I wanted to get a job in Canada, for say? 

@Zeba Jahangir thank you!! 

Is there anything specific like further reading you would recommend us doing during this summer to help us 

transition into the course? 

It will depend on some extent to your background. If you haven't studied Economics then I would suggest reading an 

introductory text in the area as some actuarial science students struggle with the more discursive material. If you 

haven't studied much probability and stats then working through some of an A-level book will help. However, the 

degree is designed to teach these subjects from first principles 

what does the general timetable look like?? 

How strong would a Cass actuarial degree be if I wanted to get a job in Canada, for say? 

Hi Sahil, I think it would be very useful, particularly since CASS is well known internationally. Further, a degree is a 

degree which requires a large amount of hard work and determination so I'm sure it would be recognised everywhere. 

Hi, may I ask what makes the Actuarial Science course at Cass stand out against the other universities? 

Since I'm a Science student, and I have maths and further maths in alevel, but no proper 

business/economics/commerce knowledge , would this effect my studies in Actuarial Science? 

When do classes for the course begin? Like, the exact date? 

Hi , the first day of the course is Monday 16th September which is the first day of Welcome week. All new 

students should attend all of Welcome week and teaching begins the following week 

On a scale of 1-10, how difficult would the actuarial science course be? 

how long will it take to fully qualify as an actuary? 

So will we be taught from statistics 1 or stats 2 at the beginning of the semester ma'am/sir? 

Since I'm a Science student, and I have maths and further maths in a level, but no proper 

business/economics/commerce knowledge , would this effect my studies in Actuarial Science? 

Hi 1 studied mathematics, chemistry and biology at A-level, with no knowledge of economics/business either and I 

found the transition quite well explained for first year. The lecturers generally start from the basics to make sure most 

people are at the same stage so you should be fine 
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Thank you very much @Zeba Jahangir! I have also another question regarding the course. Will we learn or use 

programming languages? Is there any connection with operational research? 

what does the general timetable look like?? 

Hello! The general timetable in the first year and the first term of the second year is about 20-25 hours with lectures 

and tutorials in all 5 days of the week! This decreases to about 15 hours per week in the second term of the second 

year and in the third year, with a day off if you are really lucky with the electives . 

What percent of graduates from Cass business school have a job after their graduation? 

Hi, may I ask what makes the Actuarial Science course at Cass stand out against the other universities? 

At the moment, the main difference is that the degree is taught within the business school which and the teaching 

staff contain a number of actuaries and so our course is more applied and business focussed than other actuarial 

degrees which are often taught by maths departments. We are also introducing some new degrees from next 

academic year which are going to allow students to focus more on general finance (BSc Finance with actuarial science) 

or data analytics (BSc Data Analytics and Actuarial Science). Students joining in 2019 will be able to transfer into the 

second year. We will be writing to all applicants soon detailing the changes in the IFoA syllabus and describing these 

new courses as well. 

On a scale of 1-10, how difficult would the actuarial science course be? 

I think this is subjective to each person. Some people find it extremely difficult and others find it a little easier. Either 

way I would say it requires hard work from all particpants in order to secure a good grade. Some people are good at 

some subjects over others 

So the new changes on the exemptions due to curriculum 2019 will be finalized before the start of the course this year 

September, right? 

do you find there to be a good support network around you? 

So will we be taught from statistics 1 or stats 2 at the beginning of the semester ma'am/sir? 

The statistics course starts as if you have never studied probability or statistics before so it begins with things like 

pie-charts and mean, median, mode 
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What percent of graduates from Cass business school have a job after their graduation? 

This will vary yearly as a lot is dependent on the job market as well as individual performance in interviews etc. A good 

place to start though is to look at the destination of graduate leavers report, selecting the Actuarial degree and this 

tells you the proportion in full time work or further study, types of jobs and salaries. It isn't compulsory for graduates 

to do this survey but it is still helpful: https://www.city.ac.uk/careers/your-career/destinations-of-city-graduates 

Where City graduates work 

ee where City graduates work after studying at City. Based on Destinations of Leavers from Higher Education survey. 

So the new changes on the exemptions due to curriculum 2019 will be finalized before the start of the course this 

year September, right? 

Yes. We should be getting final approval very shortly 

how long will it take to fully qualify as an actuary? 

Hello! Well, this depends on how many exemptions you end up receiving from the course, as well as how many 

exams you decide to take per sitting after you finish university! I would say that in my opinion it would take 3 to 5 years 

after finishing university. 

What is the failing rate each year? 

how flexible would you say the skills learnt from an actuarial science degree is in the industries of today? 

Thank you very much @Zeba Jahangir! I have also another question regarding the course. Will we learn or use 

programming languages? Is there any connection with operational research? 

You're welcome! You will start you use programming languages from year 1, and you will continue to use it across the 

course however it may not always be the same launguage. Operational Research is an elective module currently 

available for third years but this may well change in 3 years time. I just sat my examination for it in January and really 

enjoyed the module! It doesn't contain much coding though, especially not the examination, BUT again, this is from 

my experience this year :) 

In addition to Samantha's question about statistics. I chose Further statistics 1 as one of my further maths modules. 

Will this give me any benefits going into the course (I can specify which topics are covered if it helps) 

What is the failing rate each year? 

I do not have the statistics to hand. It is quite tricky to say as some students drop out of the course because they 

change their minds, some students fail at first attempt but then pass on the resit and some students may need to take 

a year out for personal reasons. 
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Hi David, in addition to X's question about statistics. I chose Further statistics 1 as one of my further maths modules. 

Will this give me any benefits going into the course (I can specify which topics are covered if it helps) 

All probability and statistics which is covered at A-level or equivalent is useful as you will meet it sometime in the first 

two years of the degree and you will be more familiar with the material than some of your fellow class mates 

how flexible would you say the skills learnt from an actuarial science degree is in the industries of today? 

I would 100% say that the skills learnt from the degree are very useful for a lot of the industry today. It teaches you 

how to present well and improve communication skills, can teach you a lot of basic but useful IT skills and depending 

on what career you go into, you will find that actuarial science tends to cover a wide range of topics 

Since I am basically a Science student, should I study some extra economics/business related material before starting 

the course? Are there any specific books or such that you could suggest? 

I'm not not sure if this is possible but I read somewhere that you can start taking your professional actuarial exams 

while still completing your undergraduate course. Is that possible? And if it is, to what extent is it actually practical? 

what percentage of students find a job that is not an actuary- such as in banking? 

Thank you for your answer. I also take economics at A-level and I was wondering how Further in depth will the 

modules go compared to my current studies. 

I was wondering how the free language classes proceed as my English is terrible .... 

do you find there to be a good support network around you? 

Of course, the support network at Cass is amazing! First of all, you have tutorials for most of your modules, but 

even if you don't or you still have questions after the tutorial, all tutors and lecturers have office hours and you can 

go, meet them and discuss any issues you have! In addition, you have your own personal tutor and you meet with 

him regularly through the year. 

Since I am basically a Science student, should I study some extra economics/business related material before 

starting the course? Are there any specific books or such that you could suggest? 

Yes it would be a good idea to read some economics before starting. I would go to the library and try out a few 

different A-level books to find the one that most appeals to you in terms of the author's writing style. 

Do I receive an actuary certification after I graduate? Or do I need to take a specific exam afterwards? 

what percentage of students find a job that is not an actuary - such as in banking? 

I wouldnt be able to give you a%, but a lot of students choose to go into a slightly different field and that's 

completely up to the person in question. Many people stay in actuarial roles, others go into banking, investment, 

accounting, consultancy or any other type of finance roles. You're not restricted with this degree since it 

teaches/covers a variety of topics and modules 
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I'm not not sure if this is possible but I read somewhere that you can start taking your professional actuarial exams 

while still completing your undergraduate course. Is that possible? And if it is, to what extent is it actually practical? 

It is not really possible. As you are aiming at getting exemptions you already are starting to take the professional 

exams during your degree. As your exemptions are credited when joining the IFoA, joining while still an undergraduate 

would probably mess up the system. 

I was wondering how the free language classes proceed as my English is terrible .... 

The language modules that are offered free to our students are subjects like French, Arabic etc. For English we need 

all new students to fully meet our English language proficiency criteria which for most international applicants is 6.5 

in IELTS with no less than 6.0 in any sub test. Provided you can achieve this you should be fine in classes as you will 

find you gain confidence in the language once you are living here surrounded by British culture. 

Thank you for your answer. I also take economics at A-level and I was wondering how Further in depth will the 

modules go compared to my current studies. 

It is about the same level though the topics you cover may be different to what you covered at A-level. For example, 

there is more game theory than on some economic A-level courses 

Ok Sir, thank you!@Professor David Smith 

Do I receive an actuary certification after I graduate? Or do I need to take a specific exam afterwards? 

No you will not have covered enough material to gain any actuarial qualifications. The IFoA are trying to introduce no 

levels of qualification but you will certainly need at least one more exam after you have graduated to earn it. 

what is the average class size? 

I would say that the average class size is about 90 people! (At the beginning of year one) 

What's the most interesting concept you've learned as an undergraduate? 

The most interesting concept I've learnt so far would be an elective module I took called operational research - it 

covers dynamic programming, and finding shortest paths etc and is a further extension of Decision Maths at A-level 

Is the course equally weighted between economics 

And math? 

what is the average class size? 

What's the most interesting concept you've learned as an undergraduate? 

How is the experience of studying at a university which is situated in London? Do you feel like working and not that 

much like being a student? Is it easy to meet your classmates outside the university? 
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If I wanted to do a masters after finishing my undergrads, what do you think would be appropriate? 

@Savvas Soteriou Oh. I meant the average class size say for a lecture/tutorial. Or is it really at 90 people? 

Is there any possibility of achieving full tuition scholarships especially for the first year ma'am/sir? 

Which regions are most of the students from in general? 

And math? 

There is very little pure economics. The course is a balance of maths and finance but the maths is applied 

mathematics i.e. we use it to solve financial problems rather than just doing pure mathematics. 

Oh right, thank you! @Zeba Jahangir 

Are there classes on pure mathematics beside just applied mathematics? 

Apart from the core subjects, what electives do you think will serve best in an actuarial career? 

@Savvas Soteriou Oh. I meant the average class size say for a lecture/tutorial. Or is it really at 90 people? 

To be honest each year varies - for example in my first year, the lectures contained around 120 people 

approximately, but Savvas has about 75, so really its dependent on the year intake. Not to mention as years go by, 

people drop out, rejoin from placement years, fail and choose different electives etc so the number is very varied 

There is 15 minutes left for today's CityChat! Please ask any questions now so that we have time to answer them:) 

If I wanted to do a masters after finishing my undergrads, what do you think would be appropriate? 

If you want to qualify as an actuary then the MSc Actuarial Management will allow you to obtain further exemptions 

from the later subjects. Of course, at the end of the degree you may want to work in another area of finance (or 

another area totally} in which case there will be more appropriate MSc's to take 

Is the Actuarial Management masters available to be done part-time? 

Which regions are most of the students from in general? 

Last year, we had students from 17 different nationalities but this can vary. Normally the course is very popular with 

applicants from China and Malaysia but we do get students from all over the world.:) 







Is there any chance Bayesian statistics will become a optional Module before I reach my third year. I have read books 

about it and it really interests me. 

There is some Bayesian statistics in some of the third year probability and statistics core modules but when we have 

run Bayesian statistics electives in the past they have never attracted enough students to make them viable. Of 

course, if you want to delve into them you could make them part of your third year project as you would be able to get 

a supervisor who works in this area 

About the dorms, are there offered in Cass? or is there any recommendations about the dwellings? 

Yes the university has halls of residence available for first years. These are not exclusive to Cass students so they are a 

great way to meet students from other courses too. To be guaranteed a place in halls you need to have applied for 

accommodation by 30 June and have Firmly accepted your UCAS offer to study here. Information on accommodation 

can be found here: https://www.city.ac.uk/accommodation 

Accommodation 

All you need to know about student accommodation at City, University of London. 

How is the experience of studying at a university which is situated in London? Do you feel like working and not that 

much like being a student? Is it easy to meet your classmates outside the university? 

I would say that the experience of studying at a university in London is really enjoyable as there are so many things to 

do here! In addition, all the building are close to each other and we have a lot of accommodation options nearby 

which makes it feel like a campus university! Also, our student union has a wide range of societies that you can join in 

order to meet people you share interests or beliefs with! 

So are we covering A level's studies for our first year? 

Sometimes yes you are re-doing a lot of high level things that were taught in A Level but this is so that everyone is 

on the same page for the future years and from there it can increase in difficulty so I wouldn't say the entire year is 

completely the same as A-Level 

Thank you very much I appreciate your time @Nikki Page @Yetunde @Sawas Soteriou @Zeba Jahangir@Danisha 

Mudalige @Zhuliyana Boyanova @Professor David Smith 

I am asking just to clarify about taking professional actuarial examinations while still studying at the undergraduate 

level. Wouldn't passing an examination not equate to an exemption and hence, you wouldn't need to receive an 

exemption in that specific examination? 

That is true but if you have already joined the IFoA to be able to take the exams then you can't convert your 

exemptions when you join the IFoA as you will already be a member so this is not really compatible 

Thank you @Savvas Soteriou! Moreover, applied mathematics definitely include statistics and probability, but will we 

concentrate on calculus or other areas of mathematics as well? If yes, which? 
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is the course stressful in the first year? 

Hello Husain! In my experience the first year was a bit stressful! This is because you have a lot of things to do at the 

same time, but none of them are really difficult! If you attend your classes and tutorials, and do your personal studding 

as the term goes by, you will be more than fine! 

Do students do part time jobs whilst studying the course? 

Thank you @Savvas Soteriou! Moreover, applied mathematics definitely include statistics and probability, but will 

we concentrate on calculus or other areas of mathematics as well? If yes, which? 

Just in case Savvas doesn't have time to answer your question, from what I can remember you will do some Linear 

Algebra as well as Calculus in year 2 but be aware that a lot of the probability and statistics will require knowledge of 

calculus also 

5 minutes left for today's CityChat! 

I have a couple of final questions. my firm choice is between Act science at Cass or maths with stats at Kings college. 

What would you say an Act science degree has over a Maths degree for someone pursuing a job as an actuary 

Do students do part time jobs whilst studying the course? 

Some students do have part time jobs. The faculty recommends that students do not work more than 10 hours a 

week in a part time job 

Thank you very much @Zeba Jahangir ! 

Does cass offer any scholarships for international students for the first year/afterwards? Do we need to apply for it? 

how helpful the programming skills would be in the actuarial science 

Does cass offer any scholarships for international students for the first year/afterwards? Do we need to apply for it? 

Yes we have a Cass International Scholarship, details of which can be found here: 

https://www.cass.city.ac.uk/study/undergraduate/application-and-funding/scholarships 

Undergraduate scholarships and loans I Cass Business School 

Undergraduate scholarships at Cass Business School including Coca-Cola Scholars Programme and Lord Mayor of 

London Scholarships for Academic Excellence. 
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I have a couple of final questions. my firm choice is between Act science at Cass or maths with stats at Kings college. 

What would you say an Act science degree has over a Maths degree for someone pursuing a job as an actuary 

 I would say that the actuarial degree gives the professional exemptions which a general maths degree may not- as 

well as a wide range of interesting and useful electives :) 

Will I be able to have a soft copy transcript of this chat after it is over? 

2 minutes left for today's CityChat! 

Will I be able to have a soft copy transcript of this chat after it is over? 

The transcript of all chats can be found on this page https://www.city.ac.uk/applicant/city-chat 

CityChat 

Good luck everybody- we hope that you have found this chat useful! 

Thank you, as a final question. I am also thinking about the idea of becoming a race strategist for racing teams. Does 

anyone know someone who has gone into that area? 

What do you think is the main thing that makes CASS stand out for Actuarial Science compared to other well 

established universities that also offer Actuarial Science such as LSE? 

Professor David Smith @Nikki Page @Yetunde @Savvas Soteriou @Zeba Jahangir@Danisha Mudalige @Zhuliyana 

Boyan ova Thank you all for your time. It was a fruitful experience 

how helpful the programming skills would be in the actuarial science 

I would say that programming skills are helpful in the degree as well as the Actuarial world as a lot of the jobs 

actuaries do involve using programming languages such as Visual Basic, Rand Python. 

Thank you, as a final question. I am also thinking about the idea of becoming a race strategist for racing teams. Does 

anyone know someone who has gone into that area? 

Students end up in all kinds of careers. We are teaching you how to analyse data and formulate strategies to manage 

risk and boost returns and these can be taken into a wide variety of careers 






